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Exciting and information-packed, Facts for Kids explodes with 1,000 interesting and funny facts on entertaining topics that kids love. Loaded with fun and knowledge this book is
the perfect gift for any young adventure seeker. Studies show kids who read more books do better in school. Get them interested in science, nature, math, engineering, space,
dinosaurs, technology, and more! Order now.
Sports is interesting. Sports is full of amazing people. How much does your child know about sports? Test his/her knowledge using this game book for children! The questions
have been adapted so they're equally parts challenging and confidence-boosting. Encourage your child to look for answers. If there are partial answers, then accept them, and
guide them further. Good luck!
After overcoming a number of obstacles, especially in the subject of geography, Olivia is on her way to Hollywood to appear on Jeopardy! and, she hopes, to reunite with her
father who left the family two years ago.
The essential quiz book for clever kids who love to truly test their brain power More than 600 questions collected in this quiz book, ranging from science and nature to history and
geography, will keep even the cleverest kids entertained. There are more than 10 different kinds of quizzes, such as True or False or multiple choice, making it impossible to get
bored of these brainbusters. Three difficulty levels allow children to either work their way to the top, or start out with the ultimate challenge.
Presents one thousand trivia questions and answers on various subjects, from biology and technology to mathematics, history, and popular culture.
" ?We know trivia is fun, especially for kids, but we also know that learning new things and gaining new knowledge on topics you love is one of the most enjoyable parts about it.
? You'll find 537 awesome, challenging and funny questions like these in this Trivia Book for Kids. These aren't the kinds of questions kids learn in school. Instead, questions
consist of some really interesting facts kids will probably never hear about in school.. ?The What's the Best Kids Trivia Book includes: - A guaranteed way to capture even the
most reluctant learner's attention - 537 fun and engaging questions to challenge the whole family - Easy-to-find answers so no one is left in the dark - A foolproof way to keep the
little ones occupied during long car rides - Unusual facts that your kids will be dying to find the answers to--and even learn from in the process - A rich mixture of pop culture,
sports trivia, and general knowledge questions - Questions that allow the adults to learn just as much as the children - A refreshing alternative to dry workbooks and school
quizzes "
What makes this the best trivia book? There are 3,250 questions organized into 12 wide-ranging categories: Animals, Arts, History, Literature, Miscellaneous, Movies, Science
and Nature, Sports, Television, U.S. Geography, U.S. Presidents, World Geography. The categories are broken into short 10 question quizzes to make it quick and easy to test
yourself without seeing the answers first, and additional details are frequently included to expand on the basic answer and add even more to your knowledge.This is book 1 of the
"What's the Best Trivia?" series; look for other books in the series covering a variety of trivia topics.
Like fingerprints, what other part of our body has unique print? a) tongue b) hand palm c) foot Which animal sleeps with eyes open? a) Bat b) Dolphin c) Kangaroo d) Owl You'll
find 300 awesome, challenging and funny questions like these in this latest Fenestra Publishing Trivia Book for Kids. These aren't the kinds of questions kids learn in school.
Instead, questions consist of some really interesting facts kids will probably never hear about in school. This collection of quizzes and true-and-false questions includes questions
about space, animals, historical events, countries and lots more. Its great design (questions on left page side; answers on the right) and dimensions will make it easy to handle
and will be pleasing and enjoyable for quiz or trivia nights, long car rides or even the backyard camping nights.
What makes this the best sports trivia book? There are 1,500 questions organized into 6 wide-ranging categories: Miscellaneous, Baseball, Basketball, Football, Hockey, Olympics. The
categories are broken into short 10 question quizzes to make it quick and easy to test yourself without seeing the answers first, and additional details are frequently included to expand on the
basic answer and add even more to your knowledge.This is book 3 of the "What's the Best Trivia?" series; look for other books in the series covering a variety of trivia topics.
4,000 Trivia Questions in 12 Different Categories What's the best trivia book is the ultimate book to become trivia champion! If you want to host a trivia game, or simply want to stump your
friends and family with fun trivia questions this book is the right companion. The best trivia book provides you with 4,000 questions and answers across 12 different categories such as
Geography, Entertainment, History, Sports, Nature & Science, Movies, Music, People & Places, Art & Literature, Animals, Religion & Mythology, Holidays and Food & Drinks. The trivia games
are both fun and challenging with something for all ages to enjoy. It doesn't matter if you are an adult, a teen or senior, there are thousands of trivia question waiting for you to be answered:
What do Eric Clapton, Marilyn Monroe, and Larry Grayson all have in common? Who was Fred Flinstone's best friend? What does a Geiger counter measure? Which gangster died on the
25th January 1947? What was the tomato's original name? Do you think you are prepared to take on the challenge? There's only one way to find out... You might know the correct answer!
Presents one-year's worth of devotions based on trivia questions from the Bible, explaining the story that relates to the question and what it means for the reader.
You need to have a sunny day to play this specific game of tag. What is it called?Which toy do you think would say, "Me, me! Put me down next!"?Which of these Bratz lines only offers one
outfit with each doll?Amaze your friends and family with all things related to the Games and Toys for Kids Trivia. If you know your book, there are 360+ questions sure to riddle even the most
die hard fan! Ready to take the challenge?Games and Toys for Kids Trivia Quiz Book today!
Test your knowledge about the history of the hardcourt, from the days of peach baskets and set shots to the high-flying dunkers of today. The title features informative sidebars, a trivia quiz, a
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glossary, and further resources. SportsZone is an imprint of Abdo Publishing Company.
Get ready to tickle your brain and frustrate your friends with over 1,700 head-scratching trivia questions. Do you know how long it took to make Frozen? What about the average temperature
on Mars? Get ready to exercise your brain and learn cool facts with The Super Duper Trivia Book Volume 1! Featuring amazing, kid-friendly trivia about everything from movies to animals and
history, this fun and colorful trivia book is sure to make you a question master in no time. Packed with over 1,700 mind-bending trivia questions to tease your brain and frustrate your friends,
this book is a must-have for curious thinkers and competitive learners of all ages.
If you are Harry Potter fan? You Should Need to Know about all the facts!Why this book: Because although you may think you know everything there is to know, a number of facts have been
discovered since the birth of the series, and there are always more to discover. We hope you enjoy this!! Inside Facts Quick Facts Trivia
1000 Trivia Questions for Kids continues the challenge in finding out how much young people know about our world, and beyond. As the title implies, there are 1000 questions that are fun and
challenging for young people in the 9-17 age range. There are many categories in the book, such as geography, history, maths, English grammar and punctuation, entertainment, sport,
science, current events and even the unusual things that make our world special. 1000 Trivia Questions for Kids is the perfect companion for teachers in the Years 6-10 grades. They can
create their own quiz rounds with the questions available, they can pick specific questions for the specialist subject they are teaching, or they can just fire random questions at students to
gauge an understanding of the world. 1000 Trivia Questions for Kids is designed to stimulate thinking in young, inquiring minds, as well as promote group thinking skills, and also having fun in
answering the questions. After the last question, 1000 Trivia Questions for Kids has the answers to all the questions-some with more elaboration on the answers. 1000 Trivia Questions for
Kids is a terrific addition to any school or home library.
Want to make learning fun? There are 1,700 questions in 7 categories - Animals, History, Miscellaneous, Science and Nature, U.S. Geography, U.S. Presidents, and World Geography - selected to be most
appropriate for kids both in terms of interest and educational value. To make it quick and easy to test yourself or others without initially seeing the answers, each category is divided into short quizzes with 10
questions followed by their answers. Please note: this book has substantial overlap with "Really Interesting Stuff for Kids"; it is designed for people who prefer a quiz format.This is book 6 of the "What's the
Best Trivia?" series; look for other books in the series covering a variety of trivia topics.
Put your general knowledge to the test, and impress your family and friends with your astonishing brainpower and trivia genius. An addictive quiz ebook for all the family featuring 10,000 questions, The Big
Trivia Quiz Book has something for everyone. With 10 different general knowledge categories - from Science & Technology, Art & Literature, and Natural History, to Food & Drink, Film & TV, and Sport &
Leisure - and three increasing levels of difficulty, it offers a fresh and up-to-the-minute quizzing experience that will educate and entertain all the family. Bursting with fascinating facts to boost your trivia
knowledge, whatever your specialist subject or your nemesis topic, The Big Trivia Quiz Book is perfect for home entertainment and virtual pub quizzes. You won't be able to put it down!
Creative and fun trivia covering all the trivia categories desired in a trivia book. Not the ho-hum trivia book with the same questions you have heard before but many more original and inventive questions.
Also, the questions are set up in a game format. Twenty-one questions per game and 50 games that you can challenge yourself, others or even use to host trivia! The Big Five questions are especially fun
and intriguing. You are sure to enjoy from an author who has presented over 15,000 questions at taverns for 13 years now and has picked the 1050 questions that are the cream of the crop from them. Good
luck and enjoy!
?The What's the Best Trivia Book includes: - A guaranteed way to capture even the most reluctant learner's attention - Over 3,000 questions organized into 12 wide-ranging categories: Animals, Arts, History,
Literature, Miscellaneous, Movies, Science and Nature, Sports, Television, U.S. Geography, U.S. Presidents, and World Geography. The categories are broken into short 20 question quizzes to make it quick
and easy to test yourself without seeing the answers first, and additional details are frequently included to expand on the basic answer and add even more to your knowledge. - Easy-to-find answers so no
one is left in the dark - A rich mixture of pop culture, sports trivia, and general knowledge questions "
This Family Trivia Book is full of 200 Multiple choice Questions and Answers. Great for family nights in, young adult hang outs, friends get together, couples games night and rainy Saturday afternoons! Do not
be the quiet one at the pub quiz any longer! Arm yourself with 200 facts about everything from "What did Ada Lovelace Study?" to "It is illegal to do what in the French vineyards?" This book will provide you,
your family and friends hours of fun! Also, makes a great gift for that "Know-It-All" friend! Beat the rush and order your copy today.
Impress your friends with knowledge of all things American—geography, history, entertainment, people, culture, and quirky miscellany. More than 3,000 questions will fill countless hours of fun as you learn
fascinating facts about our country. Now with facts and trivia related to the American flag and “The Star-Spangled Banner,” The Big Book of American Trivia has hours of fun packed within its pages. Perfect
for party games, family gatherings, and vacations.
This book includes a series of different questions on various topics, such as animal, science, astronomy, movies, history, maths, and much more. These carefully crafted questions are meant to create a fun,
easy, and interesting learning process for children. Who was the first man to step foot in space? What can eat a lot of iron without getting sick? This and other questions have been put together to create the
best and most fascinating questions for you, your kids, and the entire family. We know trivia is fun, especially for kids, but we also know that learning new things and gaining new knowledge on topics you love
is one of the most enjoyable parts about it. Trivia has been around since the dawn of time and continuously brings new and fun interactive ways for friends, family and children to enjoy together. Unfortunately,
finding interesting topics to learn about can take a lot of time and effort to find when searching through blog post after blog post. Luckily, Trivia for Smart Kids puts an end to this problem, having all of the
information you want to learn about and test your skills on in one, convenient place. These aren't the kinds of questions kids learn in school. Instead, questions consist of some really interesting facts kids will
probably never hear about in school. This collection of quizzes and true-and-false questions includes questions about space, animals, historical events, countries and lots more. Its great design (questions on
left page side; answers on the right) and dimensions will make it easy to handle and will be pleasing and enjoyable for quiz or trivia nights, long car rides or even the backyard camping nights. So, are you
ready to test your skills and see what you know about all different kinds of trivia? Then scroll up and click the Add to Cart button now!
Do you know what country has the most number of pyramids?Surprisingly, it's not Egypt! If you like interesting and interactive trivia questions like this, then keep reading... We know trivia is fun, especially for
kids. We also know that learning new things and gaining new knowledge on topics you love is one of the most enjoyable parts about it. Trivia game is a great way to not only keep your children entertained but
also enhance your children's thinking skills and sparking their curiosity about the world. In this book, you will find: Information about the benefits of playing trivia questions Nine categories of trivia questions to
choose from 200+ different engaging and fascinating questions in multiple-choice and true/false format And much more! Are you ready to test your little Einstein's brain?Scroll up and click the "Buy Now"
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Do you know that "A bird that can fly backward as well"? Or, there is a very prosperous village in India, wherein there are no doors at the homes? Your search for "the Most Interesting Book
For Kids", is over here! Curiosity leads to creativity, and this is why curious kids and adults always look for the most interesting stories that spark enthusiasm and make their goosebumps while
reading. In this book, You will be amazed by reading shocking facts about everything you can think of; from celebrities, shows, History, sports, politics to technology, animals, and much more.
The above facts were just a trailer, Read this book till the end, and you won't get disappointed! A Quick look at this amazing book:- 1) A Complete fun facts book for adults, as well as for kids.
2) Carefully selected trivia for smart kids 3) Some of History's unknown and interesting stories for kids, that obviously, are not taught in classrooms. 4)In case you are a science and tech geek,
this book can work as a science facts book as there are some cool and interesting science facts that will blow up your mind Equipped with the knowledge and interesting facts that this book
contains, you can easily become a cynosure point of family functions, trivia games, and family gathering. This book has been divided into four sections:- Section:1 Amazing Coincidences A
collection of eye-opening coincidences that have taken place throughout the history of mankind; Including some wondrous similarities between kennedy and lincoln. Section:2 Fun-Facts A
compilation of really funny and cool facts for kids & adults, and did you know fun facts for teenagers. Section:3 Interesting Stories Carefully picked interesting stories for teens, kids, and adults,
that are page-turners; from History, politics, and much more to the modern day. In other words, You are going to read some of the most interesting stories of all time Section:4 Amazing facts A
completely dedicated section for curious people who love to acquire knowledge of amazing things. Example; Unlike general wisdom, Modern-day WIFI's technology was first invented by a
Hollywood actress! To Conclude, This book is the complete package, comprising of random facts for kids, adults, and people who enjoy reading lots of fun facts and interesting stories So,
what are you waiting for? SCROLL UP, and BUY NOW. TAGS:- did you know books for kids, curious stories book, interesting facts about presidents, fun facts history, silly facts book,
interesting stories for curious people, did you know books for kids, facts about books, knowledge encyclopedia history
What's the Best Kids Trivia Book?1,700 Questions in 7 Categories
The ultimate hockey trivia collection -- all about our beloved Cup! How many Stanley Cups are there? Why does the Cup always seem to end up in Mario Lemieux's pool? What are some of
the strangest things that have sat in the Cup bowl? This book answers all of these questions and more -- all about our beloved Stanley Cup! Kids can continue to wow their friends with their
amazing hockey knowledge. Chock full of amazing facts delivered in the same style as the previous Hockey Trivia books, this book is a flat-out winner!
Quiz your family and friends with this ultimate Big Quiz Book from National Geographic Kids, bursting with jaw-dropping facts that will keep everyone guessing and give you hours of fun.
Encourage your child’s habit of reading by starting with the help of game books. A question and answer game book strips down information. It does not involve a lot of unnecessary words and
it’s direct to the point, which makes it an excellent learning resource for kids who are not into long reads. Get ready to answer trivia on geography. Grab a copy today!
Three volumes of Hockey Trivia for Kids are now in one "rock 'em, sock 'em" bind-up! Become a hockey trivia superstar with The Ultimate Book of Hockey Trivia for Kids. Did you know that the
Sutter family out of Alberta boasts SIX hockey stars? Or that "Hockey Night in Canada's" three stars of the game was a tradition started by an oil company? Go beyond player stats and team
records and find out about the cool details only die-hard hockey fans know. It's Crazy Canadian Trivia meets Hockey Superstars with a full third of the book devoted to our beloved Stanley
Cup, and lots of photos and illustrations throughout.
Want to make learning fun? There are 3,000 questions in 7 categories - Animals, History, Miscellaneous, Science and Nature, U.S. Geography, U.S. Presidents, and World Geography selected to be most appropriate for kids both in terms of interest and educational value. To make it quick and easy to test yourself or others without initially seeing the answers, each category
is divided into short quizzes with 10 questions followed by their answers. Please note: this book has substantial overlap with Really Interesting Stuff for Kids; it is designed for people who
prefer a quiz format.
The World War 2 Trivia Book is an entertaining, instructive and interesting Trivia & Facts book about the World War 2. Get ready to impress your friends with your knowledge - not just of the
main events of World War 2, but of all the gritty details and weird true facts.
Want to host trivia for a group of old friends, run a session at a senior center, or just test yourself, but are sick of the same old trivia questions? This book offers more than 2400 original senior
trivia questions in an easy-to-use and novel format. Instead of asking questions players can't answer, this book asks questions players can answer, in a wide variety of interesting and specific
categories. Players leave feeling proud of what they've accomplished, but still challenged by the ones they didn't know. Included in the book's thought-provoking but accessible categories are
Actresses with actor parents, Woodstock, Watergate, War novels (name the war), Robin Hood, and Nursery rhymes. For the reader's convenience, this is "Grab & Go" trivia where you do not
spend time selecting questions; each chapter contains one full trivia session, sequenced to maximize interest and variety. These questions have been developed during years of conducting
trivia contests at a municipal senior center. We've seen the group's eyes light up as they recall answers they thought they had forgotten, triggering memories from years before. You'll love
having the same experience.
History's most famous figures are showcased in this funny and factual trivia book, based on the #1 New York Times best-selling Who Was? series! What do you get when you mix Jeopardystyle fun facts with the subjects in the ever-popular Who Was? series? The Who Was? Trivia Book! Jam-packed with brain-busting questions about some of your favorite trailblazing figures
throughout history, this addition to Who HQ library is sure to keep readers on their toes. Perfect for family fun night, trivia contests, and Who HQ super fans, this is a title for the whole family to
enjoy.
The ultimate guide to becoming a bar trivia champion! Which NBA coach coined and trademarked the term "threepeat"? Which animal has four knees? Which famous candy bar is named for a
U.S. president's daughter? Brimming with answers to popular questions like these, The Best Bar Trivia Book Ever arms you with the knowledge your team needs to annihilate your bar trivia
competition. This must-have guide features hundreds of facts, covering everything from sports and pop culture to history and science, so that you're always ready to deliver the ultimate trivia
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smackdown. You'll also get all the ins and outs of your favorite event with information on important bar trivia rules, assembling a team, and claiming victories week after week. Whether you're
new to the scene or want to dominate at your local bar, this book will help your team outsmart the competition every single week!
A latest installment in the popular trivia series features all-new content on high-interest topics ranging from animals and space to pop culture and nature. Simultaneous.
In a cookie jar, there are ten butter cookies and ten chocolate-chip cookies. Tom sneaks over to the cookie jar in the middle of the night and tries to figure out: a.How many cookies do I need
to take out of the jar if I want to make sure to get at least two of each kind? b.How many cookies do I need to take out of the jar if I want to make sure to get at least two butter
cookies?Forward and forward I go, never looking back. My limit no one knows, more of me do they lack. Like a river I do flow, and an eagle I fly. Now can you guess, what am I?Why do
skeletons go on vacations alone?Amaze your friends and family with all things related to the Riddles For Kids Age 9-12! If you know your Trivia Book, there are 300+ questions sure to riddle
even the most die hard fan! Ready to take the challenge? Riddles For Kids Age 9-12 today!
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